
Physics 385 - Introduction to Advanced Experimental Physics (0.25 u) – Fall 2013 

 
 
time: TR 1:10 – 4:00 PM  

 
instructors:  Jan Kmetko Paula Turner 

 
    until 22 Oct 

 
e-mail addresses: kmetkoj@kenyon.edu turnerp@kenyon.edu 

 
location: RBH 019 

 
offices:  RBH 210 RBH 214 

 
supplies: 2 large brown quad-ruled 

laboratory notebooks, 3-ring binder 

(1"), black pens 

 
office phones: 427-5356 427-5466 

 
office hrs:  

T 10-11;  R 9-11;  

F 11-12 and 1-2 

M 1-2 pm, 

TR 8-10 pm 

 

Course Description 
This course is an introduction to upper level experimental physics that will prepare you for work in 

original research in physics and for work in industry applications of physics.  You will acquire skills in 

experimental design, observation, material preparation and handling, and equipment calibration and 

operation.  The experiments will be selected to introduce you to concepts, techniques, and equipment 

useful in understanding physical phenomena across a wide range of physics sub-disciplines, with the two-

fold goal of providing you with a broad overview of several branches of experimental physics and 

preparing you to undertake experiments found in the successor courses, Phys 386 and 387. 

 

The experiments in this course will center on inquiry-based investigations of advanced phenomena with 

opportunities for creative design and expression as well as chances for detailed experimental analysis, 

careful consideration of experimental uncertainty and sources of experimental error, and reflection on the 

experimental results themselves and the techniques employed to achieve them.  Each of the experiments 

will provide an opportunity to learn and practice thorough procedural and communication skills, via 

careful written records of observations, reports of results, and oral conferences. 

 

Learning Goals 
Through your work in this course, you will develop and advance your ability to 

 keep a clear, complete record of your experimental investigations, 

 make accurate, reproducible measurements of experimental values and their uncertainties, 

 represent and interpret experimental data and theoretical models using appropriate graphical, 

numerical, and analytic methods, 

 connect laboratory measurements to theoretical predictions, and 

 distinguish between and develop numerical estimates of sources of random and systematic error 

affecting your measurements. 

 

 

List of Potential Experiments 

 

Counting Statistics 

Neutron Activation 

Faraday Rotation 

Band Gap in Si 

Heat Transfer  

Electron Spin Resonance 

Fraunhofer Interference 

K-Absorption Edge of Nickel 

Radiation Detectors 

 

Students will be assigned four experiments to complete, working with a different partner on each 

experiment (to the extent possible).  You will have an opportunity to express your preferences for specific 

experiments.  Ultimately, though, the experiments you are assigned, as well as the partners you are 

assigned, will be entirely at the discretion of the instructors.  If an experiment becomes unavailable due to 

instrument problems or other issues, the instructors reserve the right to substitute another available 

experiment not on this list. 

 



Expectations 

Each student must purchase two large brown laboratory notebooks (National Brand).  While one is being 

graded, the other will be in use. During lectures, take notes on hole-punched sheets and file them in your 

3-ring binder.  Attendance throughout the 1:10 to 4:00 pm timeslot assigned to this course is required; do 

not expect to leave the laboratory early, since it is your primary time to consult with the instructors on the 

experiments.  In addition, you should expect to spend a substantial amount of time outside the class 

period on this course – at least 6 hours per week.  If you are spending much less than that amount of time, 

you should not expect to do well in the course.  Ultimately, this is your decision to make; we are here to 

help you learn, but we will not excuse lack of effort on your part.   

 

In the same spirit, you will notice that lab handouts describing experiments will usually run only about 

two pages; that is not because these experiments are shorter than those assigned in introductory physics 

lab courses, but rather because you are working at a more advanced level and are capable of thinking and 

working more independently and proactively than you have in earlier courses.  You are expected to read 

every part of each handout, to read handouts multiple times while working on these experiments, and to 

consult textbooks and other authoritative sources to flesh out your understanding of the background 

applicable in each experimental situation.  This understanding should be reflected in your lab notebook 

record, with clear attribution and citation of your sources of information.  Disciplinary standards for 

attribution of ideas include citing conversations between you and a faculty member or between you and 

another student!  Cite such a conversation as follows: (Prof. Kmetko, private communication, 1 Sep 2013) 

 

Exam and Grading Information 
There will be NO exams in this course.  Your final letter grade will be based on your grades on the 

following elements:  

 

15% Progress on all aspects of experimental work by data check dates for each lab  

75%  Lab notebook record documenting work on each experiment 

10% Oral conferences on selected experiments 

 

Data Checks: Your progress at data checks will be assessed based on your successful completion of raw 

data taking (60%), completion of calibrations, data reduction, uncertainty calculations, and additional 

measurements (20%), and completion of representative calculations and graphs of the final quantities to 

be derived from your data (20%). 

 

Lab Notebooks: Your lab notebook grade will be based on the written record of your experimental 

procedure, analyses, and discussion in your laboratory notebook.  Your lab notebook entries should be 

detailed enough to enable a capable but inexperienced peer to repeat your measurements, without benefit 

of instruction or lecture!  Elements that will weigh in the assessment of each experiment’s lab notebook 

record will include: 

 documentation of lab work (including handout, partner’s name, procedural notes, diagrams, 

schematics, explanation of background theoretical ideas relevant to the experiment, references to 

resources consulted, etc.) 

 presentation of data (including tables, graphs, values, uncertainties, sample calculations, fits, theory 

curves, accepted values, and sig figs, with correct formats as described in lecture and practiced in 

previous lab courses at Kenyon) 

 evaluation of results (including comparisons, analysis, critique, discussion and estimates of random 

and systematic effects, and other reflections on the content and results of your investigation) 

 

Oral Conferences: Oral conferences of about 20 minutes’ duration will focus on your understanding of 

the experiment under consideration as expressed in a conversation with the instructors.  These will not be 

formal presentations, but rather conversations to help us gauge your understanding of the experiment and 

your results.   

 



You should prepare a five minute overview of the experiment with which to start the conference, after 

which the conversation will be directed by questions from the instructors.  We will NOT have a set of pre-

prepared questions, nor will we necessarily ask the same questions of people who did the same 

experiment.  Our questions will be motivated in part by what you say about the experiment and in part by 

what we want to know about your understanding of it. Types of questions may include: 

 questions about procedures, such as how you measured some quantity and its uncertainty or what 

would have happened if you had used a different bias voltage for a detector;  

 questions about your results, such as how a measurement compared with an accepted value or what 

source of uncertainty was the driver for the overall precision of your measurements;  

 questions about the theory/background relevant to an experiment, such as why a particular 

phenomenon resulted in a dip in the observed signal or what the relationship between a quantity you 

measured and some piece of fundamental physics is. 

 

You will be able to consult your lab notebook during your conference with us (provided it was handed in 

on time); no other reference materials will be permitted.  You’ll have the use of a chalkboard or 

whiteboard, but no A/V devices.  You should hone your five minute overview to present the overall 

objective of the experiment clearly and succinctly and then give a more detailed description of one or two 

of the most important elements, rather than trying to “cover” everything in the experiment.  And if there’s 

anything in an experiment that you don’t understand, you should definitely talk with one of the instructors 

about it before you turn in your lab notebook, so that you have a chance to clear up any confusion or 

misunderstanding before your oral conference on that experiment! 

 

Policy on Late Work and Absences 
Late work of any kind will NOT be accepted.  You are expected to turn in whatever you have completed 

by the deadline, because you will have to move on to the next experiment.  Lab notebooks will be due at 

the start of class on the date assigned. 

 

Attendance at all class meetings is required.  However, sometimes extraordinary circumstances arise; if 

you need to miss a lecture or lab session, please contact one of the instructors in advance so that we are 

aware of your absence and the reason for it.  Attendance at Physics colloquia (Fridays, 3:10 PM, RBH 

109) is strongly encouraged, since the topics in colloquia talks often overlap with or complement 

experimental topics or techniques in this course.   

 

Failure to attend any out-of-class meeting scheduled with one of the instructors will result in a deduction 

of 10% from your lab notebook grade on the experiment on which you were scheduled to be working or 

reporting.  It is your responsibility to behave in a professional manner, as will be expected of you in 

graduate school or professional life. 

 

Academic Honesty Guidelines 
You may discuss ideas, procedures, concepts, and tips with each other, but you may not share products of 

your work with each other, nor may you consult electronic or print records left by current or former 

students who performed these experiments.  This restriction expressly prohibits the sharing of data tables, 

graphs, spreadsheets (including Origin tables and Maple, Origin, or Mathematica expressions!), LabView 

and program listings, and any other materials beyond textbooks and copies of your lecture notes. 

 

Disability Guidelines 
If you have a disability and feel that you may have need for some type of academic accommodation in 

order to participate fully in this course, please see one of the instructors as soon as possible.  If you have 

not already done so, you must register with the Coordinator of Disability Services (salvae@kenyon.edu, 

x5453), who is the individual responsible for coordinating accommodations and services for students with 

disabilities.  All information and documentation of disability is strictly confidential.  No accommodations 

will be granted in this course without notification from the Office of Disability Services.  

 


